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Sacred Heart University

SHU remembers
shooting victims
By Matt Duda
Sports Editor
Jamie Vaccarino sat spell
bound in his Avalon Gates apart
ment with a dozen of his frater
nity brothers on April 20, and
watched intently while images of
the tragic school shooting in
Littleton, Colo., filled the televi
sion screen.
As police rushed to the school
building and bloodied victims
cried, Vaccarino, a senior from
Ridgewood, N.J., turned to his
Sigma Delta Chi brothers and said,
“We should do something for
them.”
John McShane, ajunior from
Belmore, N.J., agreed and came
up with an idea. Later that night,
the fraternity met and decided to
plant a dogwood tree on the Sa
cred Heart University campus to
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By Julie Ann Nevero
Editor-in-Chief
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Greek Weekend, Sacred Heart
University’s annual spring event,
begins tomorrow and runs through
Sunday. No dramatic changes have
been made, but adjustments have
been made to make the weekend
more fun for all.
Tomorrow’s events kick-off
the weekend with the King and
Queen competition at 7 p.m. and
the Variety Show competition at 8
p.m. both taking place in the the
ater.
Kings and Queens from each
club or organization will be intro
duced at the competition and win
ners will be announced at
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Saturday’s semi-formal.
According to A1 Precourt, as
sistant director of Student Activi
ties, there are 10 groups that will
be performing skits. All of the
fraternities, SET, UMOJA, and
the Class of2002 are those groups.
This year, a comedian will be
hosting the skit competition. In
years past, they have just moved
from one skit to the next.
“He will hopefully liven up
the crowd a bit,” said Precourt.
The SHU Dance team will
also be performing during the
breaks.
All in the University commu
nity are welcome to attend Friday ’ s

See Greek, Page 3

SHU wins at science contest
By Tara S. Deenihan
Associate Editor

Public Safety Releases...
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The men of Sgma Delta Chi stand beside the tree they dedicated Sunday to the students and teacher
that lost their lives at the Columbine High Schooi in Littleton, Colo.

Greeks hosting weekend fun

Inside
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stand as a memorial for the 15
people shot dead at Columbine
High School.
Last Sunday, 26 members of
Sigma Delta Chi gathered outside
the south end of the Humanities
Center along with members from
several other Greek organizations.
The tree was planted and a brief
service was conducted by the Rev.
Michael McLemon.
Sigma Delta Chi President
Neil Paparazzo said that planting a
tree was a logical way for the fra
ternity to express its sorrow.
“We all wanted to do some
thing in memory of them,” said
Paparazzo, a senior from Bristol.
“We’re an environmental frater
nity. We focus on protecting the
environment, so planting a tree
seemed to be the right thing to do.”

the award for the physiology cat
egory.
“What we wanted to do was
test the model of how a fever is
induced by infection,” said
Giannino.

Three Sacred Heart seniors
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Role of Hypothalamic Neurons in
See Biology, Page 2
the Generation of a Fever,” won

Budget season strikes
By Kelly-Ann FrankHn®^
Contributing Writer
In order to be an active part of
the Sacred Heart University Com
munity, clubs and organizations
must have money for events and
activities.
This money is funded from
tuition in the Student Activities
fee and filtered through a budget
handled by the Finance Board
which comes out of students’ tu
ition each year.
“There’s an activities fee col
lected from every student each
fall,” said Denise Sutphin, assis
tant dean of students, “the Finance
Board allocates it.” Sutphin over
sees the activities of the Finance
Board.
Gia Marie Vacca, the vice
president in charge of the Finance
Board, said that it is based on a
percentage and it changes each
time tuition is increased. Accord
ing to Vacca, it is a little over $ 100

a person.
“It goes up a percentage as
tuition goes up,” said Vacca.
As of this semester, all groups
that are a member of the Council
of Clubs and Organizations are
under review for a budget for next
year.
The review process, accord
ing to Vacca, can take anywhere
from five minutes to half an hour
to discuss and decide how much
money one club can take. Be
cause not every club submits a
budget, Vacca and the Finance
Board are currently down to nine
more budgets to go over.
All organizations must fol
low certain guidelines set by the
guidelines of the Finance Board in
order to request funds. These
guidelines are outlined in the Clubs
and Organizations Resource
Guide.
These guidelines state in 18

See Budget, Page 4

School budget decided in May
The process of determining abudget for the departments for next
year will be decided by the Board of Trostees on May 11.
The process has been ongoing since October whert groups met
and deliberated on what their respective needs would be for the
jidUowing school year;
, ■ ■. .
“Both groups rnakedeliberationssthroughout the academic year
and make separate theans and expense recommendations to the
president,” said Paul Madoatia, vice president of Finance and Ad
ministration.
After the president receive! the recomrnendatiorii, he then
makes his recommendation to the Piltancial Committee of the Board
of Trustees. They in turn make a recommendation the Board oi
Trustee’s Executive Committee and then the final budget is decided
by the full Board of Trustees.
“The openness of the deliberations ensures that ail of the budget
issues are discussed and the strategic jilan goals and objectives are
being incorporated in the budget,” said Madonna.
____________________________________

-By Brian Corasaniti
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News Briefs
Cars in South Lot must be out by Friday
Public Safety is requesting that all cars parked
in the South Lot be removed by 10 p.m. on Friday
night in order to set up for the Carnival happening
there on Sunday. Setup will occur Saturday.

Master *s Project exhibition held Tuesday
The 1999 Master’s Project Exhibition was held
from 6 to 8 p.m. Tuesday night in the Mahogany
Room. The work was completed over last semester
by the Sacred Heart University master’s candidates.

Summer studies being held in Ireland again
Walter Brooks of the Religious Studies Depart
ment is offering a three credit course entitled, “Celtic
Religious Traditions,’’ at Trinity College in Dublin,
Ireland this summer. The course is offered to under
graduate and graduate students.
This is the seventh year the program has run.
For more information, call the Religious Studies
Department at extension 7730.

The Summer Job Fair will be held from 1 to 4
p.m. on Tuesday in the Mahogany Room.
Some of the companies there will include The
Gap, UPS, Kennedy Center, Kelly Services, Fairfield
Police Department, Sherwin Williams, McIntyre
Associates, Milford Amusement, Brant Lake Camp,
and Enterprise Rent-A-Car among others. All are
welcome and casual dress is acceptable. For more
information, call the Career Development office at
extension 7975.

SHU makes finals of business competition
Sacred Heart University’s team made it to the
finals of the Connecticut Venture Group’s Business
Plan Competition. At the final competition, SHU
received funding second only to the Yale teams.
This year, 33 teams entered the competition
representing Yale, Quinnipiac, University of Con
necticut, Southern Connecticut State University,
Rensseler at Heirtford, eind SHU.
The SHU team was comprised of MBA
students who invented a tamper proof time and date
software program that they are currently developing
to market to insurance companies. The students
received a cash award as well as in-kind services to
proceed with implementation of their projects.
— Compiled by Brian Corasaniti

Biology: SHU students win
•

The Conference hosted 22
colleges, including Ithaca College,
Central Connecticut State University. Providence College, and
Niagra University. Posters were
created in the areas of biochemistry, physical and analytical chemistry, physics, computer science,
molecular biology, and genetics,
among other areas of interest.
Each category had a judge
that asked each research group to
explain their poster and work and
judge them based upon their poster
and presentation.
“A lot of work went into making the board so that people would
understand, and ask questions,”
said McMahon.

Roomie conflict a problem
By Cindy Burgos
Contributing Writer

Summer Job Fair coming next week

Continued from Page 1
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Freshmen Jeff and Dave live conflict-free on the third floor of South Hall, unlike some at SHU.

“It’s aninterestingtopic,” said
Hague. “Before I was a Bio major,
I didn’t know how a fever came
about. It’s something anyone can
be interested in — how their body
generates a fever.”
All three students expressed
excitement about their accomplishment and the positive attention it will bring the Biology Department.
“It’s good recognition for
Biology Department and the research that Dr. Griffin is doing,”
said Giannino.
“It could help bring more attention to us,” said McMahon,
“Seeing that your work could actually do something and get recognized.”
The poster is currently on display in the Biology Department.

Roommate conflict i s a com
mon occurrance on college cam
puses. For this aspect of college
life, SHU provides options for the
students to consider before chang
ing roommates.
Housing problems usually
begin at the beginning of the year.
According to Cathy Raynis, di
rector of Residential Life and
Housing Services, there is approxi
mately a 100 room change in late
September and October and the
same for the second semester.
“Sometimes students have
problems living with each other.
But the residents have been very
tolerant dealing with the issues. If
the problems continue we do room
changes,” said Chris Titcomb, a
resident assistant from West Hall.
Many said that roommate
conflict occurs more often when

students live in triples and quads.
SHU and Residential Life said
they are working to prevent these
types ofproblems among students.
Titcomb said that South and
West Halls have only triples and
doubles now along with one or
two singles per floor.
Quad rooms, which were in
place last semester due to lack of
space, were eliminated this se
mester.
“There is more trouble with
people who live in triples. It tends
to be harder to live with more
people in a limited space. Also
sometimes we are unaware of the
problems because some students
don’t make use of their RA,” added
Titcomb.
Rather than telling their RA
about their roommate conflict,
sometimes students say they turn
to the Personal Counseling Center
for advice and to share informa
tion about their experiences with
the staff.

“If students are having a con
flict, they usually tell their RA.
Sometimes room change is the
solution to the problem. Usually
students will come here if they are
worried about their roommate.
“This could cause fights
among them, but it is because they
want help,” said Ann-Louise
Nadeau, director of the Personal
Counseling Center.
The issues could be from al
cohol problems to family issues.
Nadeau said she tries to teach them
to talk to the roommates without
anyone getting upset.
“I teach concerned room
mates the use of words that will
make their roommate not feel like
they really hate each other, but
instead care.
“Sometimes two people talk
ing to one may feel like they are
against you. In roommate con
flict, there is a really care compo
nent deep in,” added Nadeau.

Tree: Sigma Delta Chi dedicates a tree to
the victims of the Colorado school shooting
Continued from Page 1
Vaccarino said that the tree
has a deeper symbolism. “The tree
will always remain a sign of their
lives,” he said. “It’ll grow and be
the life of the kids and teacher.”
“When someone dies, you of
ten take something personal of
theirs,” said Paparazzo. “After
my mother died, I wore her ring.
Now it’s like Sacred Heart wears
the tree to remember those people
who were killed.”
Vaccarino said a plaque bear
ing an inscription that commemo
rates the tragedy wiii be placed by
the tree, probably before next fall.
Sigma Delta Chi sent a global
e-mail to the Sacred Heart com
munity inviting students and staff
to the dedication ceremony. Ap
proximately 50 people, mostly
members of other Greek organi
zations, watched as the tree was
blessed and a moment of silence
held.
Kevin Gunn, a freshman from
Pawley Island, S.C., attended the
ceremony, which he thought was
touching. “It was great,” Gunn

said about the service. “It was
unfortunate that this had to hap
pen to high school kids who were
just starting their lives.”
McShane hopes that the
fraternity’s gesture will provide

some solace to the victims and
their families. “Their lives were
taken and there’s nothing we can
do about that,” he said. “But they
know that they are in our hearts
and in our memories.”

Virgin, the airline with the
mega-choke of inflight entertainment.
Fly

LOUDON S320 • ATHENS S692
lOHANNESBURG SI038
let student travel experts put together your
trip with budget hotels, rail passes, insurance, travel
_ _ _ _ _ _ booKs, affordable gear 8 more._ _ _ _ _ _
Fares are round trip from New York, based
on availability, does not include taxes S
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ restrictions may apply.
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Rape awareness continuing
year-round at Sacred Heart
By Danielle J. Lavi
Contributing Writer
In a dark theater, students
were asked to stand if they have
been or know a victim of rape.
More than half of the room stood.
SHU students put on a play
and displayed a slide show to in
crease rape awareness as part of
Date Rape and Sexual Abuse
Awareness Week, which was held
at Sacred Heart University last
week.
The issue of rape affects col
lege campuses across the country.
Although rape cases often go un
reported on college campuses, it
is still a topic of concern.
Many said they find the stud
ies of rape numbers to be alarmihg.
“In what is widely regarded
as the best independent study of
rape, a 1992 report titles, ‘Rape in
America,’ the authors found that
13 percent of all women have been
victims of at least one rape over
their lifetime,” said an article in
the New York Times.
SHU publishes guidelines
regarding sexual assault in the Stu
dent Handbook. “Physical assault
by any member of the SHU com
munity is considered a serious of
fense and will be subject to disci
plinary action (including suspen
sion/dismissal).”
If a student does not want to

press criminal charges, he or she
can press in house, which take
priority over everything else the
Dean of Students oversees.
“A couple of years ago, three
students were expelled for rape,”
said Anne-Louise Nadeau, direc
tor of the Personal Counseling
Center. “If they want to finish
their degree here, they have to be
gone for five years and have gone
through rehab for offenders.”

couple ofyears
ago, three students
were expeMed for rape.
If they want to finish
their degree here, they
have to be gone for
five years and have
gone through rehab
for offenders,*’AnneLouise Nadeau,
director of the
Personal Counseling
Center
According to Nadeau if a per
son does not give consent to sex, it
is rape, regardless of whether or
not your body becomes aroused.
Arousal is an uncontrollable physi

cal response, Nadeau added.
“All I knew was that I did not
want it to happen, but he wouldn’t
stop. I cried the whole time,” said
a victim who wishes to remain
anonymous.
A support group meets
weekly at the Counseling Center
an many of the women involved
are willing to try to help others.
“I think that a rape victim, at
some point, feels like she is loos
ing her mind and that if the pain
doesn’t stop, she is just going to
die,” said Nadeau.
Nadeau added that it is im
portant to know that victim’s of
rape and sexual assault are not
alone. “This is a nightmare that
you do not have to go through by
yourself.”
SHU provides people that vic
tims can go to if they are a victim
of rape or any form of sexual as
sault.
“What goes on in the Coun
seling Center is strictly confiden
tial and we do not pass judgments
on you here,” said Nadeau. “We
will not violate your trust again.”
The SHU Counseling Center
is prepared to assist students with
all forms of abuse, including rape.
Public Safety Officers and the
Residential Life and Housing Ser
vices staff are also trained to handle
such cases.
A female Public Safety Of
ficer is also on duty 24 hours a day
to assist female victims.
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The rocks leading up the hill to the Pitt Center have been decorated by all the fraternities and
sororities in preparation for Greek Weekend going on from Friday until Sunday.

Greek: Semi-Formal, Outdoor Carnival,
and more part of this weekend’s activities
Continuedfrom Page 1
events free of charge.
The spring semi-formal will
be held from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Saturday in the William H. Pitt
Health and Recreation Center.
Tickets for the event have been on
sale during the lunch and dinner
periods and will be sold, accord
ing to Precourt, until they sell-out.
Tickets for full-time students are
$ 15 and $20 for part-time, faculty,

staff and guests.
Dinner will be served at the
semi-formal buffet style from8:30
to 9:30 p.m. and a DJ will provide
the music for the event. Winners
and ruimers-up of the King and
Queen competition will be an
nounced at 12:15 a.m.
The King and Queen will be
required to attend all remaining
Greek Weekend events including
Sunday’s carnival.
The carnival will run from 3
to 8 p.m. in South Lot and will

feature rides, games, and food
booths. All rides are free for SHU
students and booths will be spon
sored by all Greek organizations
in addition to other clubs.
To accommodate the carni
val, South Lot will close Friday
night at 10 p.m.
According to William
O’Connell, director of Public
Safety, those students whose cars
usually occupy South Lot will be
expected to park in North lot for
the remainder of the weekend.

PUBLIC SAFETY RELEASES

April 21: 1:30 a.m.- Resident reported receiving more harass
ing phone calls.
9:56 pjn.- Student observed a vehicle hit and damage two
: parked cars while attempting to park in the North Lou Studeil
provided a plate number, and the opdrafor of the vehicle (com
muter student) was located; vehicle and operator information
Was provided to each of the vehicle owners.
12:32 p.m.- Bridgepdft Fire Department responded to Bait
A'-Fire
i construction workers prior to the an
the fire department.
3:04 p.m.- Parl^dge resident observed a student’s vehicle
hit her parked vehicle and then leave the area; responsible
' student was found andinformatidn was exchanged. Bridgeport
Police notified.
7:48 p,m.- South Hall resident reported receiving more
Iharassing phone calls; under investigation.
=
8:52 p.m.- South Hall fire alarm received; no problem
found.
10:15 p.m,- South Hall resident reported receiving harass
ing phone calls from another student; under Investigation.
April 22:2:00 p.ra.-West Hall fire alarm received; no problem
■found.
3:40 p.m,- Ill Flik.employee in the women’s room; 911
called Fairfield Police,Fire and AMR Ambulance responddd;;
: medical assistance declined.
7:22 p,m.- Officer reported aPublicSafety vehicle wa*. hit
( toy another vehicle.
8:30 p.m.- Visitor reported his vehicle was hit and dami aged while parked on campus on April 8.
9:24 p.m.- Officer observed golf carts driving on the golf
bourse, causing damage. Fairfield Police notified; individuals
responsible were identified.
10:41 p.m.- Ill West Hall resident; ambulance called.
Student transported to the hospital via ambulance.
11:06 p.m,» South Hall resident reported receiving harass
ing phone calls; under investigation.
April 23:1:19 a.m.- Visitor reported their vehicle was vandal
ized off campus by a student; Fairfield Police notified and
6:07 a.m.- Parking lot sign damaged in the Visitor Lot.
12:21 p,m.^ South Hall fire alarm caused by burning
candles.
3:09 p.m.- Shuttle Driver reported the theft of cash frona
her pocketbook while she left the van for a few minutes
(April 24:2:47 a.in.- Parkridge Officer observed amale walking
away from what appeared to be a broken-into vehicle, The male
ran, with the Parkridge Officer in pursuit Jhe suspect fled the
scene; vehicle owner reported nothing stolen or damaged.
Bridgeport Police notified.
2:50 a.m.- Parkridge Officer reported damage to the Public
Safety patrol vehicle.
3:14 a.m.- Officer observed broken windows in the South
Hall third floor kitchenette.
3:57 p.m.- Officer and Residential Life staff member
reported an alcohol violation in South Hall.
p ut.- Officer observed the South Hall BA Office had
been broken into; the phone and emergency medical informal
tion was stolen.
6:51 p.m.- While condubting a search for the above stolei
property. Residential Life staff found and confiscated alcohol
and marijuana paraphernalia.
April 25: 2:13 a.m.- West Hall resident reported vandalism to
her room door.
4:07 a.m.- South Hall fire alarm received; no problem
found.
4:55 a.m,- South Hall resident reported receiving harassing
phOhe calls; under investigation.
6:16 a.ra.- Fairfield Fire Department called to report they
were responding to West Hall for a report of an unconscious
female. Officers responded and assisted; Fairfield Police, Fire,
and AMR Ambula)
tal via ambttlahbto.

iii&ii(2;
911 called. Fairfield Police, Fire and AMR Ambulance re
sponded; athlete transported to hospital via ambulance.
3:16 p.m.- Motor vehicle operated by a visitor cut off a
Fairfield Fire Department Engine; Fairfield Police notified.
Fire Department personnel resolved the matter.
4:18 p.m.- West Hall resident reported a suspicious pack
age outside of West Hall. Officers responded. Fairfield Police
notified and responded; package was determined to be harm
less.
5:41 pjn.- South Hall resident reported the theft of his
laptop computer power pack from his room while left unlocked
and unattended.
8:39 pan.- West Hall fire alarm received; no problem
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Budget: Funding explained
Continuedfrom Page 1
articles the rules which must be
followed for obtaining and main
taining for each club.
For a club to receive funding
from the Finance Board, it must
have a constitution, the name of
the adviser, an updated list of
members of that club, and a repre
sentative of the CCO meetings.
To request a budget, each club
must fill out the new budget re
quest forms.
“We used to write up our own
budgets, but too many up our own
budgets, but too many people
handed it in too many different
ways so they changed,” said Marie
Lenz, president of the Martial Arts
Club. “So they made up a form
which you hand in to Gia for the
Finance Board.”
All budget request forms are
submitted to the Vice President of
the Finance Board and must in
clude tentative dates of all events
and fundraisers according to ar
ticle five of the guideline.
“(The clubs) submit a budget
for the following semester,” said
Vacca. “They write down what
they’re planning. But we can’t
fund everything.”
According to Amy Ham, ad
viser to the Finance Board, re
quests are handled by the board
based on what clubs have done in
the past year.
“If the club requests a lot of
money the previous year and don’t
use it, then we look at that,” said
Ham. “I advise clubs to follow the
board guidelines, and I’ll speak

with the club, explore the situa
tion to rework it if needed.”
Outlined in the Finance
Board’s guidelines are item that
are not typically funded. Some of
these things may include awards
for group members, jackets, Tshirts, uniforms, and equipment.
Article nine of the board
guidelines says that organizations
are allowed by the Finance Board
to fundraise for additional funds.
The planned fundraiser, however,
needs to be noted and detailed on
the budget request form.
Clubs and organizations are
also able to ask for money that is
based per semester, or can request
a fixed budget for the year. With
a fixed budget, the organization is
given a set amount of money for
the entire school year.
The Martial Arts Club will be
asking for a fixed budget this year.
“That way you can guarantee
you’ll have the money by the end
of the semester or in the beginning
of the year,” said Lenz.
“There’s less hassle, it’s just
easier,” she added.
Article 15 of the board’s
guidelines refers to budget dead
lines. If the budget is submitted
late, it is not reviewed by the Fi
nance Board if the funds for that
semester have not been allocated.
This grants that the money is allo
cated on a first come, first serve
basis.
“When you hand it (the bud
get request form) in, they put a
number on it,” said Lenz. “Who
ever gets it in first, it goes in that
order, so you want to get it in as
soon as possible.”

The only name on it is yours.
That’s good enough for us too.
11^
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Toyota’s CoU^e Gradiiate Hnanoe Plan.
No Co-Signer, No Hassle, No Kidding.
'Ibyota would like to help you avoid the first has^ of adulthood. Getting credit
As far as we’re cemoemed, getting through oedkge is proof enough of your eiedit worthiness.
That’s why we’re offering you fite Col^gp Graduate Bnance Plan on any new Toyota
or Toyota Certified Used Vehide.

Here’s the good stuff:
• No oo-s^t^ needed. If you quaJiJ^, just sign and drive.
• Buy any new Tbyota or Tc^ota Certified Used Whiefc with no money down
at Toyota’s Premiere intaest rate.
• lease any new Tbyota and we’ll waive file security deposit
• Pfee 24-hour roadside assistance fin- cme full year.

Here’s how you qualify.
Graduate within the next six months from atv accredited four or two year ocdlege «•
r^pstered nursittg degree program. Have proctf of employmtmt, insur^MUty and no negative credit tafit^
Pretbt anqfie?
rdaxed is more like it Wlfii a new Tbyola (»■ Certified Used, you’ll have the wheels
fo set your course in motion, plus fire Toyoia quality and dependability
we’ve alw^ given to peoffie headed &»■ success.

See the Toyota Dealer nearest you for all the details.
TOYOTA I e-)/e-n^d3ij
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Ktlie
Don^t blame outsiders”for crowds
A letter published in the Spectrum this week
blames University “outsiders” for the overcrowding in
the Pitt Center. We shouldn’t be so quick to point
fingers at these so-called “outsiders,” however.
Of course the Pitt Center is going to be crowded
in the late afternoon, not only does everyone get out of
work, but students are out of classes.
We can’t blame only “outsiders” for the over
crowding, we must also blame each other. There are
other times to go to the gym than during this busy
period of the day and if students are that serious about
feeling the bum, they wouldn’t mind accomodating
their schedules.
Most students have learned to steer clear of the
Dining Hall at certain times of the day and they should
learn to avoid the gym at busy times too.
No matter who’s on the machines, “outsiders” or
students, we are going to have to wait our turn. Be
patient or get up earlier, but don’t point fingers.

Roommates: DonH dwell on conflicts
In the eyes of high school graduates, one of the
most feared aspects of college is living with someone
who they are not compatible with. Many students have
no idea who their roommate is going to be when they
get to college. We have all been frightened by stories
about the crazy roommate who doesn’t say a word to
anybody and walks around campus with a snarl on his
or her face.
Chances are these stories aren’t true. Students
must learn that everybody has his/her differences and
we must all find a way to get around them in order to
get along. Everyone of us wants a little privacy now
and then, and there is a time to study and a time to relax
and cut loose.
Of course there are going to be some circum
stances where you and your roommate get into con
flicts, but this happens to everybody. It doesn’t neeessarily mean that you cannot leam to live with each
other. Once you leam to live with somebody, and give
them a chance to know you for who you are, room
mates can become very valuable friends. Your first
college roommates will probably be the same people
you spend most of your time with throughout your four
years of here.

The SHU Voices
How have you resolved roommate conflicts?

John Duddy
Junior
Old Lyme

Dominic Schimpff
First-year student
Howell, N.J.

Melissa Ricker
First-year student
Northfield, Vt.

“We get along really well.
We're both involved in
sports and don’t see much
of each other so we don't
really have time to fight.

“We wound up having
one huge fight. I threat
ened to move out and now
we get along just fine.
”

”

Four years, a lifetime’s worth of lessons andfriendships
The end is drawing near. As
a senior, I’ve had a lot on my mind
lately -— finishing my senior port
folio, finding a job and a place to
live (any ideas? call me!), and ail
the usual end of the year worries.
Mostly, though. I’ve been think
ing about what a
huge transition I
face at the end of
May.
I’ve been a
student for 16
years, not includ
ing pre-school.
I’ll be leaving a
school environ By Tara S.
Deenihan
ment to join a
world where life
is not divided by
summer vacations or semesters,
and where there are no dining dol
lars, no dorms, no wise professors
to ask for help and advice. It’s a
scary idea, shedding the security
blanket of school for “the real
world.”
Of cou’-'^e, like lone Skye said
in “Say Anything,” most of us
have been living in “the real world”

for a long time. Many of us have
been working to support ourselves
and making our own decisions for
years. Leaving college is just an
other step in the journey. Unfor
tunately, that doesn’t make things
any less frightening.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m
excited to graduate, live on my
own, get married and have a life.
But in a way graduating will be
like leaving home was four years
ago.
The relationships I’ve built
here have created a second family
— my support system, informa
tion network and the reason being
here has been so much fun.
As a member of thp newspa
per staff and a student: ve found
a lot of things to take issue with at
Sacred Heart. This University is
not perfect, and there are things I
still believe could stand improve
ment. However looking back I
realize that there are a lot of things
that are great about Sacred Heart
as well.
This school has gone through
a lot of changes since I first ar

“Our problem hasn 't
been resolved yet for the
year. ”

rived. Back then what is now the
Pitt Center was a big empty field.
The Mahogany Room and Mar
ketplace were brand new. Even if
I haven’t always agreed with the
way money was spent, or how
things were changed, I recognized
that we were progressing toward
our goal of becoming a premier
Catholic University.
When I think of Sacred Heart
University, though, what I will
remember most are the people who
made my four years here special.
I will remember the faculty
and administrative staff who were
willing to listen to me always,
help me through my toughest
times, and serve as a sounding
board for my ideas and thoughts.
I will remember the friends I
made here, through clubs, classes
and jobs. I will think about how
knowing these people has changed
and enlightened me, and how much
richer my life is for having them.
I will remember all the things
I have learned, both in the class
room and out. Not only have I
expanded my knowledge as an

artist and journalist, but I have
learned the importance of always
conducting myself in a gracious
and professional manner, and treat
ing the people around me with the
respect I would like to receive. Of
course. I’m still working on per
fecting these skills, but being here
has given me a strong start.
I have learned that you can
only depend on others for so long
— you are ultimately responsible
for yourself.
Most importantly I have
learned that there is almost noth
ing definite in this life. Our per
ception of our world changes ev
ery day. But with an open mind
and heart, and the willingness to
take things as they come, there is
nothing that cannot be dealt with.
At the beginning of this ar
ticle, I said the end is drawing
hear, and that’s true. But there’s a
beginning here, too, and I am grate
ful to all of the people whose love
and support have helped me to
reach this point, and for all I have
been fortunate enough to leam
from them.

/-----------------------------------------\

EDITORIAL POLICY:
The editorial pages are an
open forum. Letters to the
editor are encouraged. AU
submissions are subject to
editing for spelling, punctua
tion, grammar, clarity and
length. The Spectrum does
not assume copyright for any
published material. All
submissions are reviewed by
the Editorial Board.
The Spectmm is a studentmn newspaper of Sacred
Heart University, published
every Thursday during the
academic year. All mail
should be sent to Sacred
Heart University, 5151 Park
Ave., Fairfield, CT 064321000. The advertising
deadline is 7 days prior to |
publication. Office phone
numbers are (203) 371-7963
or 7966. Fax number is (203)
371-7828.
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Please submit your letters to the Spectrum ojfice on Morulays between the hours of 10 a.m.
and 6 p.m. or slip them under the office door. Letters must be typewritten and signed and
may be editied. Please include title or class and phone number.

Letters
Family

of

Al Herb

says thanks

Letter to the Editor:
It is with much gratitude and love that the family of the late Albert
F. Herb III wish to thank each and every one for every act of kindness
and generosity extended to our family with the sudden loss of Al.
The thoughtfulness shown shall always be remembered. We will
remain forever grateful.

Marion Herb and children,
The Herb and Hugya families

Student

blames

“outsiders”

for

OVERCROWDED PiTT CENTER
Letter to the Editor:
The gym (Pitt Center) is ridiculously overcrowded due to outside
memberships. Students are forced to wait for their aerobic machines
because our school’s facility is open to anyone who feels like
stopping in. They are attracting these members with extremely lower
rates than other gyms. Membership at the Pitt Center is $365/yr.
Fitness Edge charges $720/yr. Outside members are paying half the
price to use a newer facility.
So maybe charging better rates isn’t such a bad PR move for the
school, but when I heard membership to our school’s gym advertised
on local radio stations, I thought things were getting out of hand. How
many Tae Bo classes will I have to be shut out of to accommodate
these outsiders?!
Of course outside members don’t mind waiting in for a machine;
it’s such a bargain just to be there. Let me put it this way, if Old Navy
had a 50 percent off sale on everything in the store, wouldn’t you be
willing to wait in line for those cargo pants? Naturally you wouldn’t
mind. The same goes for these outside members. They’re saving
$400 easily and that is worth a little inconvenience to them.
These outsiders have the opportunity to go to other places; they
don’t have to come to our school. Not all students have cars and can
go to other gyms and they shouldn’t have to. We pay to use our
school’s gym and we should be able to get onto the machines and use
them without waiting for someone not associated with the school to
get off. We shouldn’t be intimidated to go to the gym at certain times
of the day because the work whistle blows and everyone heads to the
gym.

Heather Shaeffer
Sophomore

Materialism:
What we have doesnH determine whether or
not we are materialistic^ Ws how we use it
Several weeks ago, the Spec
trum featured editors and students
responding to the question, “Do
you think people have become to
materialistic?’’ The answer printed
on the editorial page was a re
sounding, “yes.”
There were
certain prob
lematic pre
By Terri
sumptions evi
Williams
dent, even in the
very wording of
the question,
that I’d like to expand upon in this
piece.
The first is the issue of the
word “people.” Which people?
Students? Professors? Women?
Men? Americans? Europeans?
Teens? Twenty-somethings? Can
we realistically separate ourselves
from “others,” a sentiment made
apparent by the complete absence
of the words “we” and “I” in the
student responses to the question.
Responses were instead dominated
by the broadly underlying formula,
“They are, but I’m not.”
There also seemed to be an
inconsistency in the definition of
materialism.
Materialism, as we use the
term informally today, suggests
an equation of individual worth
with individual practices of con
sumption. The image of a person
talking on a cellular phone in a
public place has profoundly dif
ferent meanings in different cul
tures. It depends on which

All those persons interested in joining the Spectrum stafffor
the next academic year should come into the office and fill
out an application. We are currently acceptng applications
for editorial positions, staff writers, photographers, business
managers and ad representitives.

“people” we’re looking at, in ad
dition to the kinds of people “we”
are.
For example, i friend of mine
visited a family in Tel-Aviv last
year. She was initially appalled at
the popular use of cell phones in
public, equating the phenomenon
with widespread materialism, just
as she would if she saw the same
scene at her university. Her un
derstanding changed, though,
when she asked the family how
everybody in Tel-Aviv could af
ford to user cell phones so regu
larly.
The family ’ s teen-age daugh
ter spoke up: “Afford it? I call
home to make sure my neighborhoodhasn’tbeenbombed. Ifthere
is gunfire on my street, my mother
will call me and tell me not to
come home yet. Then I can call
her later to see if it has stopped, if
I can come home and to make sure
she’s okay.”
Materialism is not about what
people have, it’s about how we
thjnk things function in our daily
lives, and in the thought processes
of others. If we think of objects as
signifiers of financial wealth,
we’re not all that unusual. More
importantly, we’re not being ma
terialistic.
If, however, we see posses
sions as indicators of human value,
we are being materialistic. If I buy
a cell phone, planning to use it in
public in order to attract others to
me, I am being materialistic. Per

haps more importantly, people
who actually are attracted to me
and my cell phone are being mate
rialistic.
I was compelled to respond to
the thoughts about materialism as
presented by the Spectrum not
because I think this sort of behav
ior is conmion, but because I think
itis incredibly rare. At least within
the Sacred Heart community, I’ve
heard more disapproving snickers
than envious sighs when a cell
phone user walks by.
Recently, I was actually lec
tured by another student for buy
ing expensive shoes. “Go to
Payless,” she said. “They all fall
apart anyway.”
I like to think we’re too com
plicated to be very materialistic.
Our student and faculty volun
teers come face-to-face with real
issues like hunger, illness and
homelessness precisely because
they see past materialism. Many
of our students know the meaning
of buying, insuring and maintain
ing a car. They have jobs, support
families and pay rent.
Sure, Sacred Heart has its
share of fake Prada handbags cir
culating its campus. But if you
want to see how materialistic we
really are, try asking their owners
if the bags are authentic. Threequarters of those owners will brag
about how they aren’t, and how
little they paid for them.
Now, who are “we” to call
“them” materialistic?

The Weather Corner
Today
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Students: Don’t forget to catch up on your Z’s
New book says college students don’t get enough sleep
By Terri Williams
Contributing Writer
Albert Einstein said he needed
10 hours of sleep. Martha Stewart
survived on four or five, and
former President Calvin Coolidge
hit the “snooze” button for a
lengthy 11 hours of shut-eye.
Jay Leno hopes for five hours
and “the millions of Americans
who stay up to watch his late night
television show won’t get much
more,” said Dr. James B. Maas, a
Cornell University professor in
his book “Power Sleep.”
How many hours do you put
aside to sleep each night? Not
enough if you’re a student, statis
tics say.
“Every high school and col
lege student exhibits sleep pat
terns disturbingly similar to people
with sleep apnea and narcoleptics,”
said Maas in a talk to graduate
students.
Sleep Apnea is a disorder that
is diagnosed in people who stop
breathing in their sleep, forcing
victims to wake up panicked sev
eral times during the night.
Narcoleptics are people with a
sleep disorder that triggers the
body to enter the deepest stage of
sleep at inappropriate times, doc
tors say.
College students are among
the most sleep-deprived people in
our population, says Maas. Ac
cording to recent statistics, 30 per

cent fall asleep in class at least
once a week.
“I have trouble staying awake
when I have days with multiple
classes,” said Joe Kerrissey, a jun
ior from Hanover, Mass. “I find
myself nodding off in the middle
of a lecture.”
“If you’re getting less than
eight hours of sleep each night,
including weekends, or if you fall
asleep instantly, or need an alarm
clock to wake up, consider your
self one of the millions of chroni
cally sleep-deprived people,” said
Maas.
It has been known that in
today’s world, higher education
places a value on individuals’ ac
tivity and visibility.
“People who sleep six hours
or less are regarded as being tough,
competitive, and ambitious,” says
Maas.
Participating in extra
curicullar such as athletics also
has been known to wear down the
amount of rest we get. This is
usually the case with Sacred Heart
students, there are over 30 varsity
sports and the student population
of athletes is overwhelming.
“We have practice at 7 a.m. at
least three days a week,” said Mike
Toto, a sophomore football player.
“I am up for 10 to 15 hours at a
time, and I am dragging.”
Maas says that if we want to
be fully energetic, active, and cre
ative, we need to spend at least a
third of our lives sleeping. That’s

24 years of the average lifetime, ,

thing,” said Kerrissey.

Maas says.
“The third of your life that
you should spend sleeping has
profound effects on the other two
thirds of your life in terms of alert
ness, energy, mood, perception,
memory, creativity, performance,
and good health,” said Maas.
But who has all that time to
sleep?
“With all this work to do,
especially during final’s week I
don’t have much time to do any

According to Maas, over half
the population sleeps fewer than
seven hours a night, but the sev
enth hour is the most crucial to our
well-being. It is during this sev
enth hour when we go through the
final, deepest stage of sleep.
“If you are getting the right
amount of sleep at night, you won ’ t
need to take a nap,” said Maas.
Although we feel the effects
of sleep loss while attending
school, studies indicate that poor
sleep patterns become more detri

mental to others after graduation.
In the PBS documentary.
Sleep Alert, a Boeing 757 captain
made a frightening statement.
“It is not unusual for me to
fall asleep in the cockpit, wake up
20 minutes later and find the other
two crew members totally asleep,”
said the captain.
Maas reaffirms that sleeping
is not a wasteland of inactivity,
and to use your sleep time to your
advantage- it will help you to be
more productive when your
awake.

Laptop problems continue to frustrate students
By Rob Loud
Contributing Writer
Sacred Heart’s mandatory
policy of purchasing laptop com
puters has come under fire by stu
dents ever since its inception in
1995 and has some students com
plaining about the productivity in
the last couple of models.
“The laptop issue has certain
ramifications,” said Dr. Fran
Grodzinsky, professor of com
puter science. “Will they be sup
ported by the University that man
dates them? Does the University
train the faculty enough so that
they are comfortable using this
technology in the classroom?,”
asked Grodzinsky.
“Basically, if you can answer
all of these questions with ethical
policy decisions, you might have
a good laptop program,’ ’ she added.
Each year, the University has
purchased different laptops for
students ranging from Digital, to
Texas Instruments, to the more
recent IBM Thinkpads. Accord
ing to seniors, the quality in the
first Digital model is sub-par.

“I have had my computer
fixed three times since my sopho
more year,” said Garfield Tho
mas, a senior from Hartford. “I
still do not have e-mail access.”
Some students even say that
buying the computers through the
school cost more money than they
would in a computer store. But is
this really the case?
According to Dr. Edward
Malin, a psychology professor and
an ex-member of the mobile com
puter project,! the $2700 cost of
the first laptops was a good deal.
“These laptops had a ‘street
price’ of over $3500 and a list
price of over $5000 not including
software,” said Malin.
According to Malin, the se
lection of computers being used
undergo a bidding process. The
University purchases the best com
puter for the cheapest price.
“In subsequent years, we held
the price constant as a bidding
goal,” said Malin. “That resulted
in a regular and substantial in
crease in the quality of the laptop
features.”
The sophomores and juniors
purchased the same brand of com

puter, Texas Instruments, but dif
ferent models. The sophomore
class received the 660 C model, a
sharper production compared to
the 560 C model that the junior
class bought.
“The University had an ex
cellent idea when they started to
include mandatory laptops as part
of their curriculum,” said Guy
Fortunato, a junior from Suffield.
“It sometimes turns into more of a
hassle though, I constantly have
problems with my A drive and
getting access to the network,” he
added.
Comp USA has a help desk
free to all students having any
difficulties with their computer.
However, some students have
complained about the service they
receive when bringing their
laptop’s to be fixed.
“When my e-mail was bro
ken, my experience with the help
desk proved to be not so helpful,”
said Imundi.
“Students have to return to
the help desk many times just to
get their problem fixed,” said
Linsey Cooper, a sophomore from
Londonberry, N.H.

Photo bv Kerrie Daress

The Comp USA help desk has been flooded with laptop problems
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Great College Financing.
Most college students have a hard time affording even a used car
That's why Daewoo is pleased to introduce our special college financing
program where ft’s easy to buy a great, new car Our plan offers low
monthly payments and special interest-only financing for the first one
or two years. Which means you'll be able to still afford gas. Our plan
also offers seniors and recent graduates a great opportunity to show
off their independence by applying for financing without mom and
dad’s help. Remember this offer is only available to college students,
so be sure to take advantage of it. Start by checking out the charts
below to see how good we look versus those other cars you’ve been
looking at.Then by checking out how good we’ll look in your driveway.

Leganza™ CDX 4-door Sedan

Nubira'" CDX 4-door Sedan

Daewoo
Leganza CDX

Honda
Accord LX

Toyota
Camry LE

$18,910

$20,205

$20,218

3-Year Scheduled Maintenance Covered

Yes

No

No

Leather Seating Surfaces

Yes

No

$1,100

In-Dash CD Player

Yes

No

$190

Automatic Temperature Control

Yes

Manual

Manual

Traction Control System-

Yes

No

No

Power Tilt & Slide Moonroof

Yes

No

$1,000

Car Alarm w/Remote Keyless Entry

Yes

No

$399

Front Fog Lights

Yes

No

$399

Alloy Wheels

Yes

No

$365

$18,910

$20,205

$23,671

Leganza vs. Accord/Camry
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price*
Manufacturer’s Equipment

Comparably-Equipped Price**

Daewoo
Nubira CDX

Honda
Civic LX

Toyota
Corolla LE

$14,610

$16,045

$16,088

3-Year Scheduled Maintenance Covered

Yes

No

No
$100

Nubira vs. Civic/Corolla
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price*
Manufacturer’s Equipment

In-dash CD Player

Yes

No

AM/FM Stereo w/Cassette

Yes

No Cassette

Yes

Anti-Lock Braking System

Yes

No

$550

Front Fog Lights

Yes

No

No

Car Alarm w/Remote Keyless Entry

Yes

No

$399

Air Conditioning

Yes

Yes

Yes

Power Windows
Comparably-Equipped Price**

Yes

Yes

Yes

$14,610

$16,045

$17,137

© 1999 Daewoo Motor America, Inc. Daewoo, Leganza, Nubira and Lanos are trademarks of Daewoo Motor America, Inc. All other trademarks appearing above belong to their respective
owners and are used solely tor comparative purposes.
■ * L imited 3 years or 36,000 mile warranty. Program details available at our Daewoo stores. ** Daewoo Motor America, Inc. will guarantee for up to 60 months from date of purchase
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the trade-in value of a 1999 Daewoo vehicle, equal to the best selling vehicle in America in that segment when you purchase another new Daewoo vehicle, based on residual trade-in
value percentage computed from the National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) Used Car Traae-in Value Guide, or other industry-wide accepted reference source in the event the
NADA Used Car Trade-in Value Guide is no longer published. Guarantee inapplicable to purchase of any vehicle other than a new Daewoo vehicle from an authorized Daewoo Motor
America, Inc. company-owned retailer. Consumer must retain originally purchased Daewoo vehicle for at least one year. Offer applies only to college students at an accredited 4-year
college/university See stores for details. Offer good 3/15/99 to 6/30/99. Restrictions on mileage and condition of trade-in vehicle may apply. Offer is non-transferable.
^ No mileage restrictions. Driver must be 18 years of age or older with a valid driver’s license and proof of insurance. Not all drivers will qualify for the test drive.
See store to see if you qualify. Store may have limited amount of cars available for our three day test drive. Residency restrictions apply. Limited time offer. See Daewoo store for details.
^ Competitive insurance quotes and comparison available through 3rd party source.
Emergency roadside assistance only. See stores for details. Not available in Hawaii or Alaska.
* 1999 model year MSRP includes destination and exclude taxes, title, license and options; prices reflect models with automatic transmission. ** Includes options. Product comparisons
are based on published manufacturers data as of Feb. 1999. Source: Kelley Blue Book website Feb. 1999.
* Preferred Equipment Group 2 adds $1,665.
The college financing program and trade-in value guarantee described herein are not valid with any other offers from Daewoo Motor America, Inc.
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A First from Daewoo.
If you are a:
Senior

You may qualify for':

Low Cost of Ownership.
Co-Sign'

Not Daewoo. With our amazing regular scheduled maintenance

Senior special Low interest,
long term financing

program, you won’t pay anything extra for the first 3 years.* That’s

College graduates^ low interest,
long term financing

No

1 year deferred (interest only^) payment
followed by equal installments up to 4 years'

right. Zilch. Even brake pads and wiper blades are included. And to
make it even easier; we have huridreds of friendly service centers
throughout the country for your convenience. Daewoo takes care

Low interest, long term financing

Junior

Most cars will cost you a lot of money every year on maintenance.

Yes

of so many things, about all you have to do is just add gas.

Guaranteed Trade-in Value.

Low Interest, long term financing
2 year deferred (interest only'') payment
follow^ by equal installments up to 4 years®

Yes

Sophomore

Low interest, long term financing

Yes

Freshman

Low Interest, long term financing

Yes

You’re also getting a great investment if you buy a Daewoo before
6/30/99. Because when you’re ready to trade-in your used Daewoo
for a new Daewoo, we’ll match the trade-in value to the best selling
car in its class.** ft’s a guaranteed way to get the most value out of your
car And it’s only available from Daewoo. And only for college students.
To learn more about Daewoo, stop by a Daewoo Store or talk to
a Daewoo Campus Advisor And find out how easy it is to finish
your four years on four wheels.

Crib Sheet
• Regular scheduled maintenance covered for
the first 3 years/36,OOOmiles
• Guaranteed trade-in value
• 3-day test drive^
• Special college financing
• Well-equipped at no extra charge
• No hassle pricing
• Insurance Answer Center'^
• 24-hour emergency roadside assistance for
3 years/36,OOOmiles^^^

Lanos™ SE 4-door Sedan

Lanos vs. Chevy Metro
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price*

Daewoo
Lanos SE 4DR

Chevy
Metro LSI 4DR

$11,700

$11,427

Manufacturer’s Equipment
3-Year Scheduled Maintenance Covered

Yes

No

AM/FM Stereo w/Cassette

Yes

Pkg.*

4-speed

3-speed

Automatic Transmission
Power Windows

Yes

No

Power Door Locks

Yes

$220

Car Alarm w/Remote Keyless Entry
Air Conditioning
Power Steering
Comparably-Equipped Price**

Yes

No

$700

Pkg.*

Yes

Pkg.*

$12,400

$13,312

DAEWOO®
www.daewoous.com

or I-877-GO-DAEWOO

’ Available to qualified individuals enrolled in or been accepted for matriculation at an
accredited 4-year college/university through a participating consumer financing institution.
Qualified co-sign may be required. Some restrictions will apply.
^ Seniors with income and credit history. Other restrictions may apply. See store for details.
^ Seniors within 6 months of graduation or recent graduates within the last 2 years, both with
a verifiable job or job offer. Other restrictions may apply.
" Monthly payment of interest only during Interest-Only Period (2-years for juniors and 1 -year
for seniors) followed by regular monthly payments of principal and interest for the balance
of the contract term. Down payment, tax and license fees due at inception.
® For instance, $66 per month for Lanos S-3DR for up to 24 months for juniors and up to 12
months for seniors at 9.75% APR through interest only financing available with a qualified
co-signer and 10% down payment, then $207 per month for 48 months at 9.75% APR.
Base Lanos S price of $8,999 is 1999 MSRP, including $250 destination charge as of
9/98. Excluding taxes, tag, title, license, optional equipment, registration, finance charge,
document fees, and WRA or smog fees (where applicable). Subject to availability.

Daewoo of Fairfield
2269 Post Road
(203) 256-4766 • (800) 766-4486
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Media studies program hires Campus Happenings
new full-time staff member
By Mike Kuchar
Features Editor
The media studies program at
Sacred Heart University recently
hired a full-time professor to add
to the three that were already teach
ing in the department.
James Castonguay was hired
by the Department of Languages,
Literature, and Media Studies a
month ago and will start teaching
full-time next semester.
“He is a very talented, and
exciting young man,” said Claire
Paolini, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences. “There are
many different directions he could
go in.”
According to Paolini,
Castonguay, who is slated to teach
two sections of Introduction to
Media Studies and contemporary
film was hired because of budget
issues due to the University’s re
cent growth and a “shift in several
positions in the department.”
“All departments here are in a
growth mode, and Sacred Heart
University is committed to mov
ing in increasing directions,” said
Paolini.
Castonguay, a native of
Worcester, Mass., graduated from
the University of Michigan where
he is currently an assistant profes
sor of film and media studies.
“We try to find the best can
didate who understands the mis

sion of this University and apply
their teaching to abide to that mission,” said Paolini.'
“Dr.
Castonguay has a great attitude
and a great approach to teaching.”

According to Rebecca
Abbott, professor of media stud
ies, a need had to be met in the
department because of the increase
in growth of media studies ma
jors.

“/ am

very excited to
teach at a school such
as SHU that values
education, ”-Dr. James
Castonguay
“There are currently around
80 to 90 media studies majors here
and it keeps growing every year,”
said Abbott. “There is one advi
sor to every 25 students, so it be
comes rather hectic.”
Castonguay said that he had
been talking to Sacred Heart for a
couple of years and is looking
forward to come back to New
England to teach.
“I am very excited to teach at
a school such as SHU, that values
education,” said Castonguay.
According to Castonguay,
coming to a smaller school pro
vides more hands on work than

working for a “research oriented
institution” such as the University
of Michigan. ^
“The first step is educating
students in new technologies and
how they can benefit from it,” said
Castonguay. “I am going to con
struct class from the bottom up.”
Dr. Louise Spence, a full-time
media studies professor said that
Castonguay along with into
courses will be teaching Radio
Production and The History of
Broadcasting.
Many students feel that a third
full-time staff member in the de
partment will be a much needed
asset to the media studies pro
gram.
“I am glad that the media stud
ies department finally is starting
to get the help that they need,”
said junior Brooke Hourigan, a
media studies major. “I am anx
ious to find out how he is going to
be.”
According to Abbott, the ad
dition of Castonguay will help
open up many media studies
courses that students had been
closed out of because of over
population and the lack of instruc
tors needed to teach these courses.
“Hopefully, next semester we
will be able to have more than one
section open for each media stud
ies course,” said Abbott. “It will
make things a lot easier for stu
dents.”

Hawaiian Coffeehouse in May

On Thursday, May 6 at noon an enchanting trio
of Polynesian artists will captivate you with dances
including the famous hula, fast paced Tahitian danc
ing, and dances from the Maori tribe of New Zealand.
The event will be held in the Mahogany Room and is
sponsored by Student Life.
I

Commuter Council news
The Commuter Council will be selling lockers
located across from Public Safety. The lockers will be
sold at $5 for each locker. If you are interested in
buying a locker, email Sarah Takacs at
Takacssk@sacedheart.edu or contact Hank Parkinson
or Carlos Rivera in the Hawley Lounge.

Candelight Vigil held for hate crimes
Too often the victims of crime are forgotten in
our increasingly violent society. Let us give them
voice, they do not need to be silent. Join the families
of crime victims in honoring their loved ones at this
regional interfaith service and candelight vigil on
Wednesday, May 5 at 6:45 p.m. on Congregation
B’nai Israel on 2710 Park Avenue in Bridgeport. For
further information call 335-1607.

Trip to see Judge Mills Lane
Free bus trip to see the “real deal” Judge Lane in
New York is scheduled for departure on Thursday,
May 6 at 11:15 a.m. in front of Public Safety. Be
part of his live courtroom audience. Pick up your
free tickets at Student Actities today!
—Compiled by Mike Kuchar
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200 Courses offered
3 sessions on the Fairfield Campus
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• Intensive May 19 - June 4
• Regular Session I June 7 - July 13
• Regular session 11 July 14 - August 26

• Special Courses for Residential Students
• I week institutes in Business, Criminal Justice, and Philosophy - before you leave for the summer!
• Distance Learning classes in Business, English Composition, and International Business - while
you’re home for the summer

• I Week Summer Institutes in Business, Criminal Justice, English, Health Science, Media,
Music, Philosophy, and Religion — open to all students

QJ

£

• Distance Learning classes in Business Law, the Research Paper, Intercultural Management,
International Business, and International Marketing — open to all students

£
CO

• Courses also offered in Danbury, Derby, Shelton and Stamford

O'

• Courses offered in the Leadership Studies Baccalaureate degree program

o
o

•Trip to Ireland to study Celtic Religious Traditions

tu
Summer schedules are available at the Registrar’s Office in the Academic Center and at the University College Office in the Administration Building.

Arts & Entertainment

Inflation is on the rise The finest sounds
By Frances Moore
A&E Editor
PerhapSyou noticed an abun
dance of inflatable exhibits cover
ing the patio and lawn across from
South and West Halls on Monday.
But then again, if you noticed
them, you were probably there.
As a part of the Student Events
Team’s Spring Week, the “Inflat
able Islands” featured a variety of
air-filled, and laughter filled sta
tions.
Brandi Blevins, the newly
inducted vice president for the
Student Events Team was im
pressed by the outstanding turn
out the event received.
“It was probably our most
popular event this year,” she said.
The five different inflatable sta
tions were packed all night long.
“I wanted to do the Sumo
Wrestling, but the line was so long.

I didn’t have time,” said Blevins.
In addition to the sumo sta
tion, there was an inflatable rock
wall, “Bouncy Boxing,” abungee
run and an obstacle course. The
obstacle course was covered in
Velcro, making it very difficult
to complete.
Gaetano Marra, a freshman
from West Haven, Conn., had a
great time.
“It was awesome. The best
event that we had on campus so
far,” he said.
It was so much fun, he ad
mitted, that he was there from 8
p.m. until 11:30 p.m.
Blevins guessed that the
event’s location was, in part, re
sponsible for the big turnout.
“People kept walking by, and
then they would stop to check it
out.”
She hopes that they will hold
the event again next year, and get
even more stations to accommo

date the number of students.
If you missed the Inflatable
Islands, or any other events, such
as the band Pun House, the Great
Adventure trip or the Big Surf
Drive In Movies, there is one more
event that you will not want to
miss.
The culmination of Spring
Week is tonight with their
“Bahama Bingo” extravaganza.
“It’s our biggest bingo game
of the year,” said Blevins.
The big winner of tonight’s
bingo game, which will take place
after the Campus Life Leadership
Awards, will go home with a $500
certificate to a Travel Agency.
Other prizes will be a discman, a
camera and 10 prizes worth $50.
The fun begins after the Stu
dent Life Leadership Awards.
Don’t miss any more Spring
Week Events and you just might
be heading off to the Bahamas this
summer.

Feast and fun at Garlicfest
Special to the Spectrum
Get ready for “The
Best.. .Garlicfest” this year as gas
tronomic pleasures delight the
senses at Notre Dame Catholic
High School.
Garlicfest ‘99 will fill the air
with the heavenly aroma of garlic
Friday, April 30, through Sunday,
May 2.
Visitors will enjoy garlicthemed treats under a spacious
climate-controlled tent that will
cover the entire football field.
More than 45 vendors and restau
rants from across the country will
feature garlic in a variety of fun
and interesting ways.
The culinary delights will in
clude many different ethnic dishes.
“Garlic is the international
language that breaks cultural bar

riers,” said Fr. Bill Sangiovanni,
founder of the annual fest. “We
all understand it, crave it and look
forward to indulging in it!”
Diners will have the opportu
nity to indulge in a variety of won
derful food under the big top. La
Dolceria will offer deserts, while
having a cup of coffee or enjoying
a full meal.
The wine connoisseurs’ cor
ner will feature fine wines, and
wine tasting for clearing the pal
ate, or just plain enjoyment. The
corner will also include
microbrews of all types.
Continuing the international
theme will be entertainment to
include Portuguese, Irish and
Greek dancers. There will be a
variety of musical entertainment
and a magician, as well.
For those who appreciate the
many virtues of garlic in addition

to its gastronomical uses, the
Garlique Boutique offers unique
items such as garlic dog biscuits,
gcirlic plants, seasonings, mari
nades and dressings, jellies, oils,
vinegars and much more!
Children will enjoy the “Kids’
Komer” where they can have their
faces painted and play games.
Magic shows will be held at sched
uled times.
Admission is $3. Proceeds
help provide area youth with schol
arships for a quality education.
Notre Dame High School is
at 220Jefferson Street, across from
the University campus. Hours are
Friday from 5-11 p.m., and from
12 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday.
The event will take place rain
or shine. For more information,
contact the “Garlicfest” office at
374-4053.

around the town

Nicholas Payton, one of the most celebrated jazz musicians of our
time, comes to Sacred Heart on May 2 to benefit athletic teams.
Special to the Spectrum
Grammy award-winning
trumpeterNicholp Payton and his
Quintet will appear in concert on
May 2, at 7 p.m. at The Center for
the Performing Arts, as a benefit
for the University ’ s band and base
ball teams.
Originally from New Orleans,
Payton is known for an ever-ex
panding, forward-thinking musi
cal sensibility.
This sets him apart from his
generation, making him, at age
24, one of the most celebrated
musicians of the young guard in
jazz.
His debut album in 1995,
“From This Moment,” was fol
lowed the next year by “Gumbo
Nouveau,” and his recently re
leased, “Payton’s Place,” which
showcases his talent in a vast ar
ray of contexts, from swing to
avant-garde.

He attended New Orleans
Center for Creative Arts, whose
alumni mcludeLr,Wynton and..
Branford Marsalis, Donald
Harrison andTerrence Blanchard.
He later studied with Ellis Marsalis
at the University of New Orleans,
performing with the likes of Joe
Henderson, Clark Terry and Elvin
Jones.
Payton portrayed trumpeter
Oran “Hot Lips” Page, in Robert
Altman’s movie, “Kansas City,”
and recorded with organ legend
Jimmy Smith, on the album,
“Damn.”
In 1997, he won a Grammy
Award for “Best Solo Jazz Perfor
mance” for his collaboration with
trumpeter Doc Cheatham, for their
version of “Stardust,” on the al
bum, “Doc Cheatham and Nicho
las Payton.”
Tickets are only $10 for stu
dents, $20 for general public. For
more information, contact the the
ater box office at 374-2777.

Boredom, bankrupcy brings students to Blockbuster

By Frances Moore
A&E Editor
I guess it’s unusual to read a
review for a movie that came out
almost a year ago, but I have my
reasons.
If any of you are like me, you
havej ust about tapped your check

ing account, and reached the limit
on your credit card. So a trip to the
movies, which qould conceivably
cost up to $20 per person, is out of
the question.
We all have nights when we
jut don’t feel like going out, yet
you’re not quite ready for bed,
either. It is on those nights when
many of us turn to Blockbuster for
an evening ofcheap entertainment.
You can’t go wrong with three
dollars for a video, and maybe a
dollar on some candy from CVS.
And if you’re looking for a
really good flik, you can’t go
wrong with “Out of Sight.” The
film is based on Elmore Leonard’s
novel of the same name.
A few years ago, Leonard

wrote a novel entitled “Get
Shorty,” which was then turned
into a highly acclaimed film, of
the same name, starring John
Travolta, Rene Russo and Gene
Hackman.
What you can expect from
any Leonard-based film is one that
has as much emphasis on the nar
rative as it does on the action and
comedy.
In the film. Jack, played by
Clooney, is the main character.
He’s a good-hearted guy with a
bad rep. He makes his living by
robbing banks.
His first downfall in the film
comes when his car won’t start.
He is arrested and sent to jail.
The next to join Clooney is

Ving Rhames, his parmer in crime,
literally.
He successfully breaks Jack
out of jail, but bad timing forces
him to take a hostage, and, unfor
tunately for them, it’s a cop.
Yes, guys, that cop is Jennifer
Lopez, the only female member
of Recast. After sharing a car ride
trapped with Jack in the trunk, she
manages to find some time to’be
come interested in him.
The fact remains, however,
that she is a cop, and he is an
outlaw.
Like “Get Shorty,” the plot
takes many twists and turns. Com
edy is a large part of the film, too.
Witty and clever dialogue accom
panies the fast-paced story line.

all carried out by a highly compe
tent cast.
Don Cheadle, Dennis Farina
and Albert Brooks add their tal
ent, along with special cameos by
Bruce Willis and Samuel L. Jackson.
For those of you who are film
buffs, you will have little or no
qualms with the technical quality
of the film.
Nominated for an Academy
Award in the editing category, it
has some unique and remarkable
cuts.
So with a top quality cast,
top-notch writing, action and com
edy all combined in a well put
together film, “Out of Sight” will
make almost anyone happy.
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The Lucas empire strikes back A&E Briefs
What do you believe?

By Scott Frissora
Contributing Writer
On Wednesday, May 19, one
of the most anticipated movie
events of the century will take
place.
Star Wars creator George
Lucas emerges from his 22-year
hiatus to release “Star Wars: Epi
sode I.”
Titled “The Phantom Men
ace,” the film is part one of a new
prequel trilogy that will go back
in time, an entire generation be
fore the first Star Wars trilogy, to
reveal the origins of main charac
ter Darth Vader.
In this first chapter of the
“Star Wars” saga, Darth Vader is
an eager 9 year old boy named
Anakin Skywalker.
Skywalker journeys through
the universe to pursue his dreams
and confront his deepest fears
amidst a galaxy of turmoil.
Old favorites, like Yoda and
Obi-Wan Kenobi, make their ap
pearances, as well.
The famous droid duo will
also be in the spotlight as R2-D2
makes his appearance, and the
audience witnesses the creation
ofC-3PO.
The original release date for
the film was moved up two days
so fans could get first shot at the
movie and so families could get a
chance to see it the first weekend
of its premier.

A lecture, “What do you believe? The Challenge
for Christian-Jewish Dialogue,” will be given today in
the Mahogany Room. The talk begins at 4 p.m., and is
sponsored by the Center for Christian-Jewish Under
standing. Speaker Mary C. Boys, Ph. D., is a noted
thelogian and author of three books, including “JewishChristian Dialogue: One Woman’s experience.” For
more information, contact Don Harrison at 371-7970.

Greek Weekend Skit Night
It’s that time again! Time for the fraternities and
sororities to break out their best acting abilities. Greek
Weekend Skit Night is tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the
theater. Everyone is invited to watch the show.
A “Podracer” is just one of the new additions to George Lucas’ new
film. “Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace” opens May 19.
After the re-release ofthe first
trilogy in 1997, Lucas decided to
use die new technology of Com
puter Generated Images (CGI),
along with his imaginative abili
ties, to create new worlds, cities,
characters and weapons for his
new film.
“It’s like sketching with a
pencil and suddenly somebody
gives you ink,” said Lucas in a
recent 60 Minutes interview.
The technology has finally
caught up with his artistic mind,
and now Lucas can do a variety of
things that he could not do in the
past.

“Finally I’ve got color and I
can paint the way I was originally
seeing things, and I like that,”
added Lucas.
The entire film will be 95
percent digital (CGI), compared
to the five percent in most films
today.
The production cost for the
film was estimated to be $ 1.2 mil
lion, banked by Lucas, himself.
In 1977, George Lucas set the
standard of filmmaking with “Star
Wars.” On May 19, he will rein
vent that standard with “Star Wars
Episode I: The Phantom Men
ace.”

Book Discussion Group meeting
The Book Discussion Group will meet on Tuesday
afternoon. This will be their last meeting of the year.
This week’s selection is “The Reader,” by Bernhard
Schlink, and can be found in the bookstore. The discus
sion will take place in the Faculty Lounge at 1 p.m.

This week in the Art Gallery
Sr. Januaria Beleno’s exhibit will be in the Gallery
for the remainder of the week. Her work, entitled
“Flowers and Bowls” has abeen on display since April
24 as part of the senior exhibits. Gallery hours are 127:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 12-4 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information, contact the Gallery at
365-7650.
-Compiled by Frances Moore
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Where on Earth are you going to put all your stuff?

Collese Storage Deal!
^Store your
stuff at...

SELF STORAGE
AMERICA
• Each unit must also pay an
administration fee upon rental
• Offer applies to new tenants
only.
• Limited availability

Lax: Two win NEC awards,
team plays in tournament
Continued from page 16
as the team’s sparkplug. “She
keeps us motivated, she pumps us
up, “ Corrigan said. “She controls
the defense.”
According
to
Smith,
Capicchioni’s play was noticed
by many associated with the game.
“Refs would always come up to
me and ask ‘who’s your goalie?
She’s an excellent player’.”
Corrigan said that the Pio
neers earned the tournament bid
by catching some teams off guard.
“We played, our hearts out,”

Corrigan said. “Some of the teams
we played had unbelievable la
crosse players. It’s amazing that
we got as far as we did.”
Corrigan said that losing to
the University of Maryland-Baltimore County 19-6 in the first
round of the tournament did little
todamperthePioneers’ spirit. “It’s
unfortunate that we had to lose,
but we were happy to get as far as
we did,” she said.
The Pioneers played Tues
day at Lock Haven University.

SHU Scoreboard
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Sports Briefs

Awards: SHU student-athletes recognized
Continued from page 16

SHU hosts relay to aid fight against cancer
Sacred Heart is in its second year of bringing
hope to community as the site for the American Cancer
Society’s “Relay for Life.”
The event is scheduled for Saturday, May 15.
The Relay for Life is made up of teams of 10-15
people who take turns walking around the track over a
period of 12 houes.
Last year. Sacred Heart’s team consisted of 22
members and raised ofer $2000. Anyone interested in
joining this year’s team can call x7833.

Men’s lacrosse wins one, loses one
Chris Lukowski scored three goals in Saturday’s
14-10 loss to Gannon, moving him into second place
on SHU’s all-time career scoring list with 170 points.
Senior Ray Gogarty scored five goals against
Quinnipiac to lead SHU to a 18-13 win.
-Compiled by Matt Duda

Track: Places first at CTC’s
Continuedfrom page 16
Harbour won the triple jump.
Junior Brian Williams won
the 1,000 meter run while manag
ing to score points in both the
5,000 meter race and the 1,500
meter race.
Juniors Ed Mahoney and Nick
Dmytrow won their own events:
Mahoney in the 3,000 meter
Steeplechase and Dymtrow in the
5,000 meter racewalk.
The men’s relay teams also

performed well. l%e 4x4Giymetef^
relay team, consisting of freshmen Ryan Serrano and John

Sakowich, sophomore Matt
Boyer, and Marra, won the event
and set a school record.
The 4x400 meter relay team
also won the meet. The team
consisted of freshman A ’ ,m
Reynolds, sophomore Dave Pepi,
Boyer, and Sakowich.
Some track athletes pulled a
double header this weekend and
competed at the Penn Relays on
Friday and Saturday.
The women’s 4x400 meter
relay team set a school record of

leading his team to an indoor track
title, is also involved in the Mem
bers against Violence Program in
New Jersey.
Janocko was also the recipi
ent of the coveted John Croffy
Award, which is presented to
graduating seniors with high aca
demic averages.
Wiggins led SHU’s field
hockey team to the Northeast Con
ference championship in the
team’s first season in the league.
Wiggins led the team in scor
ing and was also named the NEC’s
Player of the Year.
Carrie Demirigian of the
women’s swimming team also
won the award, which is named
for a former Dean of Students, and
one of Sacred Heart University’s
founders.
Sarah Hanna and Lou Mo
naco both recieved the ECAC
Medal of Merit, the highest award
given for achievements on and off

the playing field.
Hanna is the all-time leading
scorer on the women’s ice hockey
team, neting 68 goals and 53 as
sists in three seasons.
Hanna maintains a 3.6 G.P.A
and has made the Dean’s List five
times.
Monaco, who was also of
fered the student response at the
banquet, was a four year kicker on
the football team.
Monaco holds a 3.74 G.P.A.
and has been named to the Dean’s
List all seven semesters.
Monaco said that it is an honor
to represent this University and a
person who is an athlete achieves
everything they need to in life
such as courage, desire, heart and
commitment.
“SHU has people who have
made a lasting impression on me
and the people here have been
great,” said Monaco.
Monaco said that it takes a
good deal of time for a program to
make the move to Division I, as

Sacred Heart is currently in transi
tion. It takes a total amount of
dedication and commitment to get
to the top.
“We either get better or get
worse,” Monaco said. “We must
have an eternal desire in order to
achieve our goal in getting bet
ter.”
Don Cook, athletic director
and recipient of the 1999 Gold
Key Award given by the Con
necticut Sports Writers Alliance,
concluded the evening by paying
tribute to the graduating seniors.
“SHU is better today than it
was four years ago before you got
here,” said Cook. “It is a tribute to
the maturity that we all have in
this University.”
Cook recieved the Gold Key
Award along with Faye Vincent.
Past recipients include Floyd
Little.
Don Harrison, manager of
Sacred Heart’s News Bureau, pre
sented the award to Cook.

Intramural W\Si2iYS

Theleamecmsisted of Stoek-

NAME: Matt Flood
CLASS: Junior
HOMETOWN: Stratford
SPORT: Basketball

ton, Cheever, Shawah, and fresh
man Shandra Fraser.
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Sports Schedule
April 29-May 5
THURSDAY
Baseball vs. Bridgeport,
3:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
(M) Tennis @ MCTC
Touraam^pt
SATURDAY
(M) Tennis @ MCTC
Tournament

Track and Field @ S.
Conn. Invitational
SUNDAY
Baseball @ C.W. Post,
noon
TUESDAY
Baseball @ New Hdvdn,
3:30 p.m.
Softball vs. Hartford (2)v
3:30 p.m.

Photo by Matthew J. Duda

Sacred Heart’s softball team swept a double-header against New England Collegiate Confer
ence opponent Farleigh Dickinson last Sunday. The Pioneers won 5-2 and 3-0.

SHU bowls to 13th place
By Matt Duda
Sports Editor
One of Sacred Heart’s 33 var
sity athletic teams that receives
the least amount of recognition is
also one of the most successful.
The Pioneer’s women ’ s bowl
ing team returned from Wichita,
^an., last week where they fin
ished ninth at a major tournament.
Last year, SHU’s bowling
team finished third at the Intercol
legiate Bowling Championships.
This season, the Pioneers fin
ished as the 13th best team in the

country.
The team was ranked as high
as ninth in the country this year.
This season marked the fifth
straight year that the Pioneers com
peted in the Intercollegiate Bowl
ing Championships.
SHU was seeded eleventh and
lost to sixth seeded California State
at Sacramento in the first round.
Chrissy Anania led the way
for the Pioneers, bowling a
199.634 average.
Jody Fisher rolled a 194.969
average while Andrea Gardner
bowled a 183.906. Lisa Laursen

totaled a 187.951.
Kristy Newman rolled a
184.825 and Adrienne Oshman
scored 199.292
The team qualified for the
IBC’s by placing fourth at the
Brunswick/Coca Cola tournament
in Las Vegas, Nev.
The team also posted several
first-place finishes at national tour
naments.
The Pioneers, under the di
rection of Coach Becky Kregling,
won the Keystone Quaker Classic
and the Nittany Lion Keggler Clas
sic among several others.

PIONEER CLASSIFIEDS
Part-time child care
assistance/substitutes
needed for area home
day care for Fall 1999.
Flexible hours. Child
care experience neces
sary. Call Deb 4598167.
Ice cream truck drivers
wanted Sell Good
Humor and Haagen
Dazs ice cream from
one of our vending
trucks. Male or female,
retirees or anyone.
Come meet others like
yourself that net $950$1125 weekly. Routes
in your area. We will
deliver to you. Bring a
friend. Apply now not
in April. CallMondaySaturday 9a.m.-2p.m.
only (800-899-1009).

Summer Help: Cater
New England Clam
bakes this summer.
Mostly weekends,
casual, outdoor work.
$10 per hour -i- tips.
Must be organized,
reliable, good with
people. Plenty of work
May-Sept. No experi
ence needed. Call Gary
in Fairfield 374-3566.
Assistants neededfemale. Varied respon
sibilities. Unique
opportunity for right
person. Summer and/
or school year.
Convient location.
Hours/salary nego
tiable. Call 9-6 for
details. 261-4799.

Summer Fun!
our (oal^...>^dvaftc«d PiacmnOTt, Inc. ts looking for individuals $ee!:!ng
summer employment as well as recast grads. Office experience helpful,
computer skills essefrtial. Word, Excel, or Data Entry skills a must! Tc^ S$ for
Power Point skiilsl Positions avail in Fairfield & New Haven Counties. Calf or
fax resume today!

ADVANCED
PLACEME NT
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An Alternative to a JOB...a
Career!! Talented profes
sionals are the hottest
commodity in business
today. Companies need
them. They depend on us
to meet that need. Our 700
offices fill the staffing
needs of the nation’s most
prestigious companies.
Our continued success is
creating new opportunities
for ambitious people to
launch their careers with
an important role in the
growth of our Milford
office. You will receive
one-on-one training,
guidance and the support
of a close knit team envi
ronment that features
cutting-edge database
search technology. Learn
to use your people skills to
research companies,
qualify candidates and fill
opportunities in major
companies. Take the first
step toward a big lead on
your future. Fax your
resume to us at (203) 8764959 or email it to
MRISCNH@aoLcom
Attention: Tina Sailer

Photo by Heidi Booth

Sophomore Terrence Lacey inspects the crew team’s boat.

SHU crews row
to 3,4 in regatta
Special to the Spectrum
Sacred Heart’s rowing team
competed at the Manhattan Invi
tational Regatta against such
schools as Iona, Manhattan, the
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
at King’s Point, Doweling and
Fordham University.
Fordham dominated the re
gatta despite the fact that Sacred
Heart had the second largest entry
of competing athletes.
‘ SHU’s woinen’s varsity eight
came in fourth. Pioneer Coach
Gunter Buetter, who also coached
the two-time German National
World Champion women’s squad,
felt that the program has shown
strong improvement this season
despite the low finish.
“We are technically better,
but need to improve our power
.output and endurance,’’ Buetter

said. “The freshmen women’s
eight has some very good athletes
and has increased the competi
tiveness among the team.’’
The men’s eight turned in a
surprising third place finish. The
team held Fordham’s men’s eight
neck andneckuntil the LSOOmeter
mark where the Fordham edged
ahead, beating SHU by half a
length.
James Mangan, coach of
SHU’s men’s team was pleased
with the result.
“Placing third shows great
potential,’’ Mangan said. “Right
now we lack a little experience,
but the team is already hungry for
a first place finish.”
Mangan said that a strong
class of freshman recruits coming
in next season should help the
crew program reach new heights.

J

Pioneers win Northeast Conference awards
By Matt Duda
Sports Editor
Wherever Tara Fisher and
Ginny Capicchioni go, winning
and awards seem to follow.
Fisher, the first-year coach of
Sacred Heart’s 6-8 women’s la
crosse team, was named the North
east Conference’s “Coach of the
Year” after guiding her team to
the NEC’s tournament during its
first season in the league.
Capicchioni, a sophomore
from Oradell, N.J., earned a spot
on the All-Conference team.
As an undergraduate, Fisher
was a member of SHU’s first
women’s lacrosse team in 1993.
During her senior season, 1996,
the Pioneers captured the Eastern
College Athletic Conference’s
Division II championship.
Graduation couldn’t separate
Fisher from the team. In 1997, she
returned as an assistant and was
elevated to head coach last fall.
Senior captain Jenn Smith, of
Conway, N.H., said that Fisher
deserved the award, citing her
uncanny ability to instruct play
ers. “She relates to her players so
well,” Smith said. “She makes

sure that everyone knows exactly
what she is saying.”
Jill Corrigan, a junior from
Miller Place, N. Y., said that Fisher
is devoted to the team. “She played
here and now she’s the coach,”
said Corrigan. “She wants to bring
this team a step up.”
Since Fisher has been a team
mate of this year’s seniors, she
provides a model for the players to
follow. “I gained a lot of respect
for her,” said Smith. “It makes it
easier to know what she wants us
to do because I know how she
carried herself on the field.”
The credit for earning the tour
nament bid lies not just with the
coach, but also in large measure to
the play of Capicchioni.
Capicchioni earned a spot on
the NEC’s All-Conference team
by posting a .593 save percentage
and averaging 17 saves per game.
It’s not the first time that
Capicchioni earned praise from
the conference. Last fall, she was
named to the All-Conference team
as a goalie for Sacred Heart’s NEC
champion field hockey team.
Corrigan said that Capicchioni acts
Photo by Matthew J. Duda
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SHU goalie Virginia Capicchioni prepares to stop a teammates shot during a recent practice.

Runners place
first at meet
By Emily Greenough
Staff Writer

Photo by Brian Corasaniti

Student athletes listen to President Cernera’s address at the All-Sports Banquet.

SHU honors student athletes
By Mike Kuchar
Features Editor
The seventh annual AllSports Banquet was held Monday
in the Pitt Center in honor of Sa
cred Heart’s senior athletes and
scholar athletes in 33 varsity
sports.
Dr. Gary Rose, the faculty
athletic representative and the
event’s master of ceremonies
opened the night by saying that
the term “student-athlete” has
more meaning in Sacred Heart
than at any other institution in
which he has taught.
“The values of dedication.

integrity, morality and excellence
are alive in Sacred Heart’s class
rooms and on its athletic fields,”
Rose said.
Dr. Anthony Cemera, presi
dent of Sacred Heart, asked in a
welcome address that the mem
bers of the SHU community join
in an endeavor to be peacemakers
in a world of violence.
“These are troubled times that
we live in and we active members
of this institution must find a way
to make the world a better place to
live in,” said Cemera.
Some of the award winners
this year included Jennifer
Mancuso and Morrise Harbour
who took home the Alumni Rec

ognition Award.
Mancuso was considered by
women’s volleyball coach Scott
Carter to be the best all-around
player on the team.
Harbour was named to the
All-New England team in the
men’s triple jump competition.
The Eastern College Athletic
Conference Scholar-Athlete
Award was presented to Richard
Janocko of the men’s cross coun
try team and Lauren Wiggins from
the field hockey team.
Janocko, besides maintaining
a 3.79 grade point average and
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The outdoor track teams both
finished on top at the Collegiate
Track Championships, both scor
ing the most points any team has
ever scored in the Conference’s
40-year history.
The meet was held on Sun
day, April 18 and Sunday, April
25"'. The men’s team scored 195
points total, and the women man
aged a whopping 221 points.
Coach Christian Morrison
was named “CTC Women’s Out
door Coach of the Year” at this
meet. This is his seventh CTC
“Coach of the Year” award in three
years. Morrison has received the
award as coach of the men’s and
women’s indoor and outdoor
teams.
“How sweet it is to go out on
top in our last year in this confer
ence before we go to Division I,”
Morrison said.
And sweet it was. The women
won nine individual events, and
the men won seven. Not to men
tion that many of these same ath
letes also placed in the top three in
other events too.
Sophomore Michele Shawah
set the school record in the 100
meterhurdles (15.89 seconds), and
also won the triple jump with a
leap of 35’ 8.”
Senior captain Meghan
Wamock won the high jump (4’
10”), and also pulled out great
second and third place perfor

mances in the triple jump and the
long jump, respectively.
Freshman Katie Rooney won
the women’s discus throw and set
a school record with a throw of

120’ 2.”
Sophomore Andrea Klancko
won the hammer throw, followed
by sophomore Brandi Blevins,
who placed second in the event
and won the shot put alongside
that. Freshman Heidi Cheever set
her own school record and won
the 400 meter hurdles in 1:07.26.
Junior Jennifer McGovern set
both school and meet records in
the 2,000 meter steeplechase, and
also scored points in both the 5,000
and 10,000 meter races.
The women’s 4x800 meter
relay team, consisting of sopho
more Heather Stockton, juniors
Michelle Wesolowski andHeather
Heath, and freshman Kimberly
Almeida, also performed solidly
at CTC’s.
“So many people contributed
to these victories that it’s hard to
mention them all,” said Morrison.
“I’m so proud of this group of
young men and women, and so
fortunate to have the chance to
work with them. This is a team
with a capital T.”
Freshman Gaetano Marra
won the high jump as usual with a
leap of 6’ 7,” and also set a school
record in the 100 meter dash, plac
ing third in that event, while se
nior jumper Morrise
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